
THE SCULPTURE TRAIL 

lntroductlon 

Sculptures are a well-known addition to gardens. A sculpture can turn a 
somewhat feature-less lawn into something exat&. In this way it 
makesgdensmoreattractivetobothartandplantlovem. An 
art-exhibition is something difkrent. It talm careful examination of the 
sculptures and the gardens to anive at an attractive exhibition. 

Thesculpture trailat Utrecht Botanic Ga~Iens has been the result of 
careful and dose cooperation between the organizing foundation “Arte 
Facto” and the garden-8taf. Several qumtiom had to be ah.iwered such 
as, what kind of sculptures? how many? where? etc. This paper explains 
how we answered these qumtiom. 

The trail 

The initiative for this exhibition was taken by one of our s t a f f - d ,  
Mr Nieuman. It was suppot.red by nearly everyone as a means of 
promoting the Gardens and maybe obtaining an interesting piece of art 
as a result! We could not do it ourselves as we did not have the 
experience nor the time. So we contacted a foundation which organizes 
exhibitions in Amsterdam and through them we were contacted by a 
foundation called ” M e  Facto’’ who osganizes exhibitions for artists in 
Utrecht. This contact led to the actual ”sculpture Trail’’ we now show. 

What klnd of sculpture87 

This was a question which was difficult to answer. We wanted the 
exhibits to be made 8peCiaUy for the occasion. A jury was set up that 
would select a number of drafts. 

Several restrictions were made; the sculptures should not alter the 
gardens irreversibly or make access to the plants impmible and the 
Rock Garden would be kept out of the exhibition. This enabled the 
artists to make their own design for whatever place they desired. The 
number of sculptures was set at a maximum of 25 and was an estimate 
based on the area of the Gardens and on the precondition that each 
sculpture would have enough space. Eventually 17 designs were 
approved and 16 were realised. 



Where did we want the sculptures? 

The only part of the Gardens which we cvnsidewd a restricted area, was 
the Rock Garden. Any sculpture would have disrupted the view. The 
artists designed their d p h w e s  for s e c  spots in the Gardens and at 
times we were surpn’aed by them choosing locations as far away as 
pmible from any botanically interesting featurea! It was good for the 
artists to have a lot of fteedom as they were able to work on blending 
their work into the Gardens. 

For example, the picture opposite shows a structure, which from certain 
angles looks solidand closed A closer laok remab that it is very open 
and that it rdlects its sunwndinga. Thissculpture wasplaced at the 
edge of the Fort, overlooking the moat. It reflects the i m p d o n  the 
botanic gardens made on the artist, Egon Kuchleia 

The pichup on the n e  page thaws work by &Marie van Sprang. 
She was inspired by the scientific work carried out in the greenhouse 
and made a group of lenses dowing visitors to have a closer look at the 
plants-~o t h ~ d  dotheir own research! 

Extra aotivitiea 

Arte Facto saw one problem in the long term exhibition. The media 
often pay attention to the opening of an event and then loose interest. 
after a few weeks the exhibition then looses its “news-value”. To 
pawent this several activities were iqa&&. 

0 weekend-walks 
These were gUided touns alongfhe “sculp tum~“ held every 
Satwday (md Sunday at 11.00 and 14.00 hours. 
Thepblicity value of thisis fhat news about the trailis spread 
thmugh d - o f  mouth, which is& a very good means of 
attracting new visitors. Also visitore who come during weekdays are 
motivated tocetumduring a weekend to joina guided tour. 

4 activitiesfmOrdren 
T w o w ~ w e r e & o s e n a s s p e d a l ” ~ ~ s w e e k e n & ’ .  on 
Saturday, ehildten were fiwited to come to *Gardens tomake their 
own sculpture. This was carried out in the adjacent ‘‘Environment - 
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Practical Workshops 

many magazines h d  mpapem. To v e n t  the newpapem giving a 
wrongimaged=G&, $om? pTecautions. Together with 

the media. For us 

Ark Facto and they were k t 0  advgFtise in any newspaper or 

they target difkrent audiences to the Gardens T6 pmvent confusion we 
agreed on a type of yessage. 

Wetold our contacts that we are alarge botanic garden with an 
interesting colleaion in a beautiful setting and that we were hosts to a 

thwght appmphte. T h i s d  have been be a risk as 
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The sculpture trail 

sculpture exhibition. Arte Facto emphasized that the aculphws were 
inspired by the work and lay-out of the Botanic Gardens. 

Evaluatlon 

The exhibition is not yet over, 80 a full evaluation is not possiile. 
However, several remark can be made. There is a distinct increaw in 
the number of visitors to the Gardens. Visitors are not asked whether 
they come to see the Gardensor the sculptures so it is difficult to 
estimate the actual number of extra visitom However, as ulie year ie the 
first year that the Gardens are open on Sunday, the increase in visitors 
cannot be attributed to the art-exhibition alone. Possibly we will h o w  
next year if there is a decrease in vbitor-numbers. 

Visitor reactbe were diverse. At the infomation-desk near the 
enhance a book was placed in which visitors could write their reactions 
to the sculptures. Most comments were positive, both on the sculptures 
and on the Gardens. During a guided tour, some plant-lovers who 
knew the Gardens were expliat in their disapproval but fomurately 
these peopleare the exceptions. In general, thesculptwe trail has had a 
positive effect. We wanted to reach a broad audienae and new 
tmget-gmip, which we achieved. Many visitors told us that they did 
not know the Gardens and that they will certainly come again. The 
pementage of younger vrsitors also seems to have risen. 

Concluslon 

It is important to recognise that we could never have done this 
ourselves. The people of Arte Facto were able to invest much more time 
than we would ever have been able to, they also had the experkmm to 
investigate the best media for promoting the exhibition. The 
sculpture-trail was an experiment and, although we wiU not hold one 
each year, the results have definitely encouraged us to try out these 
types of ventures more often. 
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